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Free epub Managing with power politics influence in organizations (Read Only)

although much as been written about how to make better decisions a decision by itself changes nothing the big problem facing managers and their organizations today is one of
implementation how to get things done in a timely and effective way problems of implementation are really issues of how to influence behavior change the course of events overcome
resistance and get people to do things they would not otherwise do in a word power managing with power provides an in depth look at the role of power and influence in
organizations pfeffer shows convincingly that its effective use is an essential component of strong leadership with vivid examples he makes a compelling case for the necessity of
power in mobilizing the political support and resources to get things done in any organization he provides an intriguing look at the personal attributes such as flexibility stamina and
a high tolerance for conflict and the structural factors such as control of resources access to information and formal authority that can help managers advance organizational
goals and achieve individual success exact but not exacting this is a fine work of overview and analysis it makes an excellent contribution to the literature on power and freedom
philip pettit william nelson cromwell professor of politics princeton university in this work the author assumes the task of a logical clean up an extremely valuable contribution to
the promotion of scientific rigour and clarity in political scholarship this book gives the reader orientation in a conceptual jungle it is an excellent analysis of the relationships
between normative and social power ernesto garz�n vald�s prof em the nature of social power the ability of individuals to affect the behavior and belief of others is central to any
understanding of the dynamics of change in our society it is therefore surprising that social scientists and especially social psychologists have devoted relatively little attention
to the subject and have accumulated relatively little knowledge about it but this gap may be more apparent than real argues james t tedeschi there has in fact been a great deal of
research on many aspects of interpersonal influence what is missing is the kind of consensus about an operational definition of the concept of power that would bring this work
usefully into focus the purpose of social power and political influence is to bring together the best work of scholars from many disciplines in order to organize develop evaluate and
interpret scientific theories of social political and economic power the contributors are drawn from anthropology political science sociology and social psychology they
illustrate a variety of approaches ranging from ethnographic case studies to mathematically formalized models presenting theory and methods these chapters treat in provocative
and creative ways such important problems as the factors that affect the use of power and the nature of response to its use the linkages that affect the flow of power between
individuals and social systems the consequences of attributions of power by actors and observers and the implications of trust as an alternative to explicit influence this in depth
scholarly sampling of research and theory will be of great interest to everyone concerned with the scientific study of social and political power and the influence processes the
interdisciplinary nature of the topic itself and of the work represented here make social power and political influence an important contribution for students and scholars in many
fields from social psychology political science and sociology to communications management science and economics james t tedeschi is professor of psychology at the state
university of new york at albany and is the author of numerous theoretical and research papers on the topics of power and influence some of his books include violence aggression and
coercive actions aggression and violence social interactionist perspectives and introduction to social psychology a provocative discussion of the potentially adverse
consequences of increased national power in the context of international politics power politics society an introduction to political sociology discusses how sociologists have
organized the study of politics into conceptual frameworks and how each of these frameworks foster a sociological perspective on power and politics in society this includes
discussing how these frameworks can be applied to understanding current issues and other real life aspects of politics the authors connect with students by engaging them in
activities where they complete their own applications of theory hypothesis testing and forms of inquiry following the 2016 election this timely text includes analysis of the
challenges of navigating gender in seeking the presidency it examines how both clinton and fiorina were forced to perform gender on the campaign trail and tasked to prove their
masculine capability and feminine likability in order to be considered for the presidency although there may not be a consensus on what the media s role in politics is or should be it is
clear that the media s pervasive influence has profoundly changed politics in america in this collection of 37 essays 15 of them new to this edition graber explores the history of
mass media and its ability to shape political agendas the new essay titles include open season how the news media cover presidential campaigns in the age of attack journalism and i am
on tv therefore i am this volume focuses on the connections between social influence processes broadly defined e g power politics political skill and influence and employee stress
health and well being this book explores how power operates in workplace settings at local national and transnational levels it argues that how people are valued in and out of
work is a political dynamic which reflects and shapes how societies treat their citizens offering vital resources for activists and students on labour rights employment issues and
trade unions this book argues that the influence workers can exert is changing dramatically and future challenges for change can be positive and progressive organization politics
can be seen as a game in which players compete for different kinds of territory such as status power and influence in power politics and organizational change david buchanan and
richard badham ask what s the relevance of politics to change and innovation what kind of game is this what if any are the rules how is the game played what ethical issues arise
should one play this game to win and if so how how can you develop political expertise the third edition has been thoroughly updated and revised this includes discussion of current
trends heightening the importance of developing political will and skill in a post truth era the rise of new power the role of bs busting the power of storytelling and the politics of
speaking up why and how will the fourth industrial revolution impact great power politics here glenn diesen utilizes a neoclassical approach to great power politics to assess how
far the development of ai national and localized technological ecosystems and cyber warfare will affect great power politics in the next century the reliance of modern economies on
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technological advances diesen argues also compels states to intervene radically in economics and the lives of citizens as automation radically alters the economies of tomorrow a
groundbreaking attempt to contextualize the fourth industrial revolution and analyse its effects on politics and international relations throughout the ages the immortal forces
of good and evil have struggled for control over the human race according to author leonard smith the influences that have been exerted upon humankind for centuries have caused
us to embrace delusional beliefs that have distorted our perception of history within its objective narrative power politics primeval medieval and constant evil illustrates the
significant political impact of both god and satan on historical events readers will discover powerful political forces not apparent to the senses as well as the influence those
forces have over our everyday lives using real life examples that expose the eternal power struggle between good and evil power politics primeval medieval and constant evil offers
a unique perspective that encourages us to look beyond society s conventional beliefs ����������������������� ��� ���������������������� ����������������
������������ ���������� �������������� ��� ��������������������� ������������������������� 26��250���������������������������� ��
�����1977���� ������������������������������� ��� ������������������� ���� ����������� 30����������������������������� diamond�����
���� ���� 2014�01�� �������������������� religious appeals in power politics examines how states use or attempt to use confessional appeals to religious belief and
conscience to advance political strategies and objectives through case studies of the united states saudi arabia and russia peter s henne demonstrates that religion although not as
high profile or well funded a tool as economic sanctions or threats of military force remains a potent weapon in international relations public policy analysis often minimizes the
role of religion favoring military or economic matters as the important arenas of policy debate as henne shows however at transformative moments in political history states turn
to faith based appeals to integrate or fragment international coalitions henne highlights saudi arabia s 1960s rivalry with egypt the united states s post 9 11 leadership in the
global war on terrorism and the russian federation s contemporary expansionism both to reveal the presence and power of calls for religious unity and to emphasize the uncertainty
and anxiety such appeals can create religious appeals in power politics offers a bold corrective to those who consider religion as tangential to military or economic might with more
than two thirds fresh material this new updated edition of organizational influence processes provides an overview of the most important scholarly work on topics related to the
exercise of influence by individuals and groups within organizations in selecting articles for inclusion the editors were guided by the conviction that the most useful and interesting
way to view organizational influence is to take a directional approach that is to consider the process from the perspective of downward lateral and upward influence they have
organized the readings around this framework preceded by an introductory group of articles dealing more generally with the nature of influence processes and power the book includes
both classic readings and the latest cutting edge research from some of the most respected experts writing in the field it will be equally useful for any upper level undergraduate or
graduate course concerned with organizational behavior group behavior leadership or power and politics �������� � ��� ����������� ������������� ����� ��������
����������� this volume is a readily accessible compilation of current original scholarly research in the area of power and influence in organizations it offers a rich exploration
of emerging trends and new perspectives getting from here to there seeks to take the study of sustainable cities into a realm of analysis and critique that has not been seriously
investigated in any explicit and systematic manner the sphere of power and politics using detailed case studies of selected urban sustainability programs some stillborn or short lived
others celebrated still others most promising it focuses on the political agencies shaping them and the structural elements either impeding or facilitating efforts to build sustainable
cities to accomplish this task the authors utilize three theories or models of urban power growth coalition urban regime and neo gramscian hegemonic to explore the dynamics of
power and politics to better understand these cases and to derive important lessons about getting from here to there these models offer valuable lessons for ongoing or future
sustainable city programs community or business groups key policy makers grassroots organizations mayors and urban planners involved in or contemplating moving urban
sustainability projects forward as well as students of urban politics and environmental and sustainability researchers ���������������������� ��������������� ����
��� ������ �������������������� ��������������� in the growing literature on middle powers this book contributes by expanding case study analysis and extending
international relations theory in its application to foreign policy decisions thus this book builds on prominent middle power literature and aims to advance our theoretical
understanding for why crucial foreign policies were made by the pivotal middle powers this book examines poland south korea and bolivia for this book s three case studies and their
first term leadership s critical junctures from first term post communist poland post authoritarian post ruling party south korea and post colonial bolivia we have the antecedents
for contemporary middle powers essential for realizing the regional evolution for cooperative change with greater powers systemically we may then grasp today why those
historical foreign policies albeit not so long ago give us crucial antecedents for adapting and trying yet again to resolve seemingly perennial power dilemmas regionally peacefully
here are why middle power impact matters not only regionally for stronger dominant greater power neighbours but also for transformative middle power leaderships which proved
pivotal geopolitically for their region s challenges and changes no detailed description available for power and influence first published in 1962 systematic politics presents catlin s
political theories and reviews the work of contemporaries within the field divided into two parts part one is focused on political science and explores areas such as definitions and
functions the theory of politics as hypothesis freedom and authority and different forms of government part two centres on political philosophy discussing topics such as community
society and the individual and law and sovereignty systematic politics will appeal to those with an interest in the history of political thought political theory and political
philosophy this book turns the argument about aid effectiveness on its head since development assistance is inherently self interested a source of soft power political manipulation
and commercial opportunity its real effectiveness could arguably be judged by the strength of donor influence and not by development impact its subjective nature means that its
impact on development is often weak mainly short term and confined to limited and specific contexts aid as influence was prevalent during the cold war era the connection is equally
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strong in this century s newly bipolar world in which the contest is between western donors led by the united states and china which is spending hundreds of billions of dollars on
infrastructure as a means of influence in the global south influence permeates both bilateral and multilateral aid and in parallel with official aid the rise of global philanthropy has
seen it taken up by some of today s billionaires the response by donors to the growing havoc caused by the three cs conflict climate change and covid 19 confirms the main findings of
the book which concludes by outlining what aid without influence would look like this book draws on the author s 40 years of experience of the aid industry and will be essential
reading for development students practitioners and policy makers alike �������������� ���������������������������� ������������� ���������������� ����
������ ������������������������ �� wto imf�������������� ����� ���� ����� ����������� ��������� challenging conventional wisdom about german
dominance in the new europe this study presents a new approach to the question of power and influence after the cold war inspired by the debate over german hegemony and drawing on
intensive fieldwork ann l phillips develops two original cases of german relations with east central europe to test competing arguments as she convincingly demonstrates the politics
of reconciliation and the activities of german party affiliated foundations illustrate german engagement in the region in its dual faces restraint and projection the author uses the
less developed literature on reciprocal influences of domestic politics and the international environment to frame her analysis these two cases provide evidence not only of the
intersection of domestic politics and international relations but of when and how one trumps the other contributing to the theoretical debate phillips argues that this interplay
explains the divergent trajectories bilateral relations have taken since 1990 in ways that more traditional neo realist or liberal approaches could not the author s fresh
perspective and new evidence demonstrate that east central european states play a much greater role in the influence equation than they did in the past current events happening
around the world especially the humanitarian interventions by nato and the west within the context of the so called arab spring make the understanding of the role of spheres of
influence in international politics absolutely critical hast explores the practical implications and applications of this theory challenging the concept by using historical examples
such as suzerainty and colonialism as well as the emergence of a hierarchical international order this study further connects the english school tradition post war international
order the cold war and images of russia with the concept of the sphere of influence to initiate debate and provide a fresh outlook on a concept which has little recent attention this
book offers the first comprehensive discussion of the foundations applications and new directions of politics perspectives in mncs throughout history as well as in contemporary
times religion has had a significant impact on society and culture many times religious undertones are incorporated into political agendas or social movements in an effort to spur
action from and engage the masses comparative perspectives on civil religion nationalism and political influence investigates how belief systems political behavior and public action
impact the general populace featuring theoretical concepts and empirical research across pertinent topic areas this book is a pivotal reference source for students scholars and
public figures interested in social behavior religious studies and politics no detailed description available for influence of business firms on the government rising china has been
reshaping world order for the last two decades but this volume argues that we cannot accurately understand rising china s global impacts without first investigating whether and
how its growing power resources are translated into actual influence over other states choices and policies concentrating on the developing countries in east and south asia where
the power asymmetry is greatest and china ought to have the biggest influence the volume investigates china s influence in bilateral relationships and on key political actors from
these countries within key issue areas and international institutions using an influence framework the volume demonstrates how china tends to try to gain the support of smaller and
weaker countries without forcing them to change their preferences or to act against their own interests china does purposefully coerce induce or persuade others to behave in certain
ways but whether and the extent to which it succeeds is determined as much by the reactions political context and decision making processes of the target states as it is by how
skilfully chinese actors deploy these tools the contributors detail how china s influence even over these weaker states does not result from easy applications of power rather it
tends to be mediated through the competing interests of target state actors the imperatives of other existing security and economic relationships and more complex strategic thinking
than we might expect the book s findings carry lessons for conceptual refinement as well as policy implications for those coping with china s reshaping of international order presents
an unprecedented view of the space between power and influence in c level leadership the two volume oxford companion to comparative politics fills a gap in scholarship on an
increasingly important field within political science comparative politics the discipline devoted to the politics of other countries or peoples has been steadily gaining prominence as a
field of study allowing politics to be viewed from a wider foundation than a concentration on domestic affairs would permit comparativists apply various theories and concepts to
analyze the similarities and differences between political units using the results of their research to develop causalities and generalizations each of these theories and outcomes are
thoroughly defined in the companion as are major resultant conclusions those comparativists who have influenced the field in significant ways and politicians whose administrations
have shaped the evaluation of contrasting governments approximately 200 revised and updated articles from the oxford companion to politics of the world would serve as a
foundation for the set while over 100 new entries would thoroughly examine the field in a lasting more theoretical than current event based way new entries cover such topics as
failed states grand strategies and soft power important updates include such countries as china and afghanistan and issues like capital punishment gender and politics and
totalitarianism country entries include the most significant nations to permit a focus on non time sensitive analysis in addition 25 1 000 word interpretive essays by notable figures
analyze the discipline its issues and accomplishments collectively entries promote deeper understanding of a field that is often elusive to non specialists why should we listen to
celebrities like bono or angelina jolie when they endorse a politician or take a position on an issue do we listen to them despite their lack of public policy experience celebrities are
certainly everywhere in the media appealing on behalf of the oppressed advocating policy change even in one spectacular case leading the birther movement all the way to the white
house in this book mark harvey takes a close look into the phenomenon of celebrity advocacy in an attempt to determine the nature of celebrity influence and the source and extent of
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its power focusing on two specific kinds of power the ability to spotlight issues in the media and to persuade audiences harvey searches out the sources of celebrity influence and
compares them directly to the sources of politicians influence in a number of case studies such as jolie and ben affleck drawing media attention to the civil war in the democratic
republic of congo bob marley uniting warring factions in jamaica john lennon networking with the new left to oppose richard nixon s re election elvis presley working with nixon to
counter anti war activism he details the role of celebrities working with advocacy groups and lobbying politicians to affect public opinion and influence policy a series of
psychological experiments demonstrate that celebrities can persuade people to accept their policy positions even on national security issues harvey s analysis of news sources
reveals that when celebrities speak about issues of public importance they get disproportionately more coverage than politicians further his reading of surveys tells us that people
find politicians no more or less credible than celebrities except politicians from the opposing party who are judged less credible at a time when the distinctions between politicians and
celebrities are increasingly blurred the insights into celebrity influence presented in this volume are as relevant as they are compelling china s protracted boom and political
transformation is a major episode in the history of global political economy beginning in the late 1970s china experienced a quarter century of extraordinary growth that raised
every indicator of material welfare lifted several hundred million out of poverty and rocketed china from near autarky to regional and even global prominence these striking
developments transformed china into a major u s trade and investment partner a regional military power and a major influence on national economies and cross national interchange
throughout the pacific region beijing has emerged as a voice for east asian economic interests and an arbiter in regional and even global diplomacy from the asian financial crisis to the
north korean nuclear talks china s accession to the world trade organization promises to accentuate these trends the contributors to this volume provide a multifaceted
examination of china in the areas of economics trade investment politics diplomacy technology and security affording a greater understanding of what relevant policies the united
states must develop this book offers a counterweight to overwrought concerns about the emerging chinese threat and makes the case for viewing china as a force for stability in the
twenty first century in recent years the powerful and long standing influence of the united states in the caribbean and central america has been challenged directly by cuba mexico and
venezuela and many think indirectly by the ussr this struggle for dominance which has altered and still is significantly changing the power configuration in the caribbean basin is
examined in detail in colossus challenged the book contains seven chapters by prominent area specialists five of the chapters focus on the caribbean policies of the major contenders
for power analyzing the evolution of each country s policies the main variables affecting its definition of interests and its decision making and its prospects for exerting regional
influence in the foreseeable future the other two chapters look at the rivalry for caribbean influence from the perspectives of eastern caribbean and central american governments this
book investigates whether a power shift has taken place in the asia pacific region since the end of the cold war by systematically examining the development of power dynamics in asia
pacific it challenges the notion that a wealthier and militarily more powerful china is automatically turning the regional tides in its favour with a special emphasis on sino us
competition the book explores the alleged linkage between the regional distribution of relevant material and immaterial capabilities national power and the much cited regional power
shift the book presents a novel concept for measuring power in international relations by outlining a composite index on aggregated power ciap that includes 55 variables for 44
regional countries and covers a period of twenty years moreover it develops a middle power theory that outlines the significance of middle powers in times of major power shifts by
addressing political military and economic cooperation via a structured focused comparison and by applying a comparative historical analysis the book analyses in depth the
bilateral relations of six regional middle powers to washington and beijing



Managing With Power 1993-11-12

although much as been written about how to make better decisions a decision by itself changes nothing the big problem facing managers and their organizations today is one of
implementation how to get things done in a timely and effective way problems of implementation are really issues of how to influence behavior change the course of events overcome
resistance and get people to do things they would not otherwise do in a word power managing with power provides an in depth look at the role of power and influence in
organizations pfeffer shows convincingly that its effective use is an essential component of strong leadership with vivid examples he makes a compelling case for the necessity of
power in mobilizing the political support and resources to get things done in any organization he provides an intriguing look at the personal attributes such as flexibility stamina and
a high tolerance for conflict and the structural factors such as control of resources access to information and formal authority that can help managers advance organizational
goals and achieve individual success

Influence and Power 2005-07-19

exact but not exacting this is a fine work of overview and analysis it makes an excellent contribution to the literature on power and freedom philip pettit william nelson cromwell
professor of politics princeton university in this work the author assumes the task of a logical clean up an extremely valuable contribution to the promotion of scientific rigour
and clarity in political scholarship this book gives the reader orientation in a conceptual jungle it is an excellent analysis of the relationships between normative and social power
ernesto garz�n vald�s prof em

Social Power and Political Influence 2022

the nature of social power the ability of individuals to affect the behavior and belief of others is central to any understanding of the dynamics of change in our society it is
therefore surprising that social scientists and especially social psychologists have devoted relatively little attention to the subject and have accumulated relatively little
knowledge about it but this gap may be more apparent than real argues james t tedeschi there has in fact been a great deal of research on many aspects of interpersonal influence what
is missing is the kind of consensus about an operational definition of the concept of power that would bring this work usefully into focus the purpose of social power and political
influence is to bring together the best work of scholars from many disciplines in order to organize develop evaluate and interpret scientific theories of social political and economic
power the contributors are drawn from anthropology political science sociology and social psychology they illustrate a variety of approaches ranging from ethnographic case
studies to mathematically formalized models presenting theory and methods these chapters treat in provocative and creative ways such important problems as the factors that
affect the use of power and the nature of response to its use the linkages that affect the flow of power between individuals and social systems the consequences of attributions of
power by actors and observers and the implications of trust as an alternative to explicit influence this in depth scholarly sampling of research and theory will be of great interest
to everyone concerned with the scientific study of social and political power and the influence processes the interdisciplinary nature of the topic itself and of the work represented
here make social power and political influence an important contribution for students and scholars in many fields from social psychology political science and sociology to
communications management science and economics james t tedeschi is professor of psychology at the state university of new york at albany and is the author of numerous
theoretical and research papers on the topics of power and influence some of his books include violence aggression and coercive actions aggression and violence social interactionist
perspectives and introduction to social psychology

The Power Curse 2015-10-14

a provocative discussion of the potentially adverse consequences of increased national power in the context of international politics

Power, Politics, and Society 2017

power politics society an introduction to political sociology discusses how sociologists have organized the study of politics into conceptual frameworks and how each of these



frameworks foster a sociological perspective on power and politics in society this includes discussing how these frameworks can be applied to understanding current issues and other
real life aspects of politics the authors connect with students by engaging them in activities where they complete their own applications of theory hypothesis testing and forms of
inquiry

Women and Politics 1975

following the 2016 election this timely text includes analysis of the challenges of navigating gender in seeking the presidency it examines how both clinton and fiorina were forced to
perform gender on the campaign trail and tasked to prove their masculine capability and feminine likability in order to be considered for the presidency

Power, Influence, and Authority 1994

although there may not be a consensus on what the media s role in politics is or should be it is clear that the media s pervasive influence has profoundly changed politics in america in
this collection of 37 essays 15 of them new to this edition graber explores the history of mass media and its ability to shape political agendas the new essay titles include open
season how the news media cover presidential campaigns in the age of attack journalism and i am on tv therefore i am

Media Power in Politics 2017-08-31

this volume focuses on the connections between social influence processes broadly defined e g power politics political skill and influence and employee stress health and well being

Power, Politics, and Political Skill in Job Stress 2020-08-24

this book explores how power operates in workplace settings at local national and transnational levels it argues that how people are valued in and out of work is a political
dynamic which reflects and shapes how societies treat their citizens offering vital resources for activists and students on labour rights employment issues and trade unions this book
argues that the influence workers can exert is changing dramatically and future challenges for change can be positive and progressive

Power, Politics and Influence at Work 2020-07-20

organization politics can be seen as a game in which players compete for different kinds of territory such as status power and influence in power politics and organizational change
david buchanan and richard badham ask what s the relevance of politics to change and innovation what kind of game is this what if any are the rules how is the game played what
ethical issues arise should one play this game to win and if so how how can you develop political expertise the third edition has been thoroughly updated and revised this includes
discussion of current trends heightening the importance of developing political will and skill in a post truth era the rise of new power the role of bs busting the power of
storytelling and the politics of speaking up

Power, Politics and Organizational Change 2021-03-25

why and how will the fourth industrial revolution impact great power politics here glenn diesen utilizes a neoclassical approach to great power politics to assess how far the
development of ai national and localized technological ecosystems and cyber warfare will affect great power politics in the next century the reliance of modern economies on
technological advances diesen argues also compels states to intervene radically in economics and the lives of citizens as automation radically alters the economies of tomorrow a
groundbreaking attempt to contextualize the fourth industrial revolution and analyse its effects on politics and international relations



Great Power Politics in the Fourth Industrial Revolution 2005-04-13

throughout the ages the immortal forces of good and evil have struggled for control over the human race according to author leonard smith the influences that have been exerted
upon humankind for centuries have caused us to embrace delusional beliefs that have distorted our perception of history within its objective narrative power politics primeval
medieval and constant evil illustrates the significant political impact of both god and satan on historical events readers will discover powerful political forces not apparent to
the senses as well as the influence those forces have over our everyday lives using real life examples that expose the eternal power struggle between good and evil power politics
primeval medieval and constant evil offers a unique perspective that encourages us to look beyond society s conventional beliefs

Power Politics 2016-01-25

����������������������� ��� ���������������������� ���������������������������� ���������� �������������� ��� �������������������
�� ������������������������� 26��250���������������������������� �������1977���� ������������������������������� ��� ������������
������� ���� ����������� 30����������������������������� diamond����� ���� ���� 2014�01�� ��������������������

������ 2023-10-15

religious appeals in power politics examines how states use or attempt to use confessional appeals to religious belief and conscience to advance political strategies and objectives
through case studies of the united states saudi arabia and russia peter s henne demonstrates that religion although not as high profile or well funded a tool as economic sanctions
or threats of military force remains a potent weapon in international relations public policy analysis often minimizes the role of religion favoring military or economic matters as the
important arenas of policy debate as henne shows however at transformative moments in political history states turn to faith based appeals to integrate or fragment international
coalitions henne highlights saudi arabia s 1960s rivalry with egypt the united states s post 9 11 leadership in the global war on terrorism and the russian federation s
contemporary expansionism both to reveal the presence and power of calls for religious unity and to emphasize the uncertainty and anxiety such appeals can create religious appeals
in power politics offers a bold corrective to those who consider religion as tangential to military or economic might

Religious Appeals in Power Politics 2016-09-16

with more than two thirds fresh material this new updated edition of organizational influence processes provides an overview of the most important scholarly work on topics
related to the exercise of influence by individuals and groups within organizations in selecting articles for inclusion the editors were guided by the conviction that the most useful
and interesting way to view organizational influence is to take a directional approach that is to consider the process from the perspective of downward lateral and upward
influence they have organized the readings around this framework preceded by an introductory group of articles dealing more generally with the nature of influence processes and
power the book includes both classic readings and the latest cutting edge research from some of the most respected experts writing in the field it will be equally useful for any upper
level undergraduate or graduate course concerned with organizational behavior group behavior leadership or power and politics

Organizational Influence Processes 2017-12

�������� � ��� ����������� ������������� ����� �������� �����������

���������� 1998-08-11

this volume is a readily accessible compilation of current original scholarly research in the area of power and influence in organizations it offers a rich exploration of emerging
trends and new perspectives



Power and Influence in Organizations 2016-05-04

getting from here to there seeks to take the study of sustainable cities into a realm of analysis and critique that has not been seriously investigated in any explicit and systematic
manner the sphere of power and politics using detailed case studies of selected urban sustainability programs some stillborn or short lived others celebrated still others most
promising it focuses on the political agencies shaping them and the structural elements either impeding or facilitating efforts to build sustainable cities to accomplish this task the
authors utilize three theories or models of urban power growth coalition urban regime and neo gramscian hegemonic to explore the dynamics of power and politics to better
understand these cases and to derive important lessons about getting from here to there these models offer valuable lessons for ongoing or future sustainable city programs
community or business groups key policy makers grassroots organizations mayors and urban planners involved in or contemplating moving urban sustainability projects forward as
well as students of urban politics and environmental and sustainability researchers

Getting from Here to There? Power, Politics and Urban Sustainability in North America 2010-04

���������������������� ��������������� ������� ������ �������������������� ���������������

������� 2018-11-16

in the growing literature on middle powers this book contributes by expanding case study analysis and extending international relations theory in its application to foreign policy
decisions thus this book builds on prominent middle power literature and aims to advance our theoretical understanding for why crucial foreign policies were made by the pivotal
middle powers this book examines poland south korea and bolivia for this book s three case studies and their first term leadership s critical junctures from first term post communist
poland post authoritarian post ruling party south korea and post colonial bolivia we have the antecedents for contemporary middle powers essential for realizing the regional
evolution for cooperative change with greater powers systemically we may then grasp today why those historical foreign policies albeit not so long ago give us crucial
antecedents for adapting and trying yet again to resolve seemingly perennial power dilemmas regionally peacefully here are why middle power impact matters not only regionally for
stronger dominant greater power neighbours but also for transformative middle power leaderships which proved pivotal geopolitically for their region s challenges and changes

Middle Powers and Regional Influence 1998

no detailed description available for power and influence

Power and Power Politics 2019-05-20

first published in 1962 systematic politics presents catlin s political theories and reviews the work of contemporaries within the field divided into two parts part one is focused on
political science and explores areas such as definitions and functions the theory of politics as hypothesis freedom and authority and different forms of government part two centres
on political philosophy discussing topics such as community society and the individual and law and sovereignty systematic politics will appeal to those with an interest in the
history of political thought political theory and political philosophy

Power and Influence 2021-06-23

this book turns the argument about aid effectiveness on its head since development assistance is inherently self interested a source of soft power political manipulation and
commercial opportunity its real effectiveness could arguably be judged by the strength of donor influence and not by development impact its subjective nature means that its impact
on development is often weak mainly short term and confined to limited and specific contexts aid as influence was prevalent during the cold war era the connection is equally strong
in this century s newly bipolar world in which the contest is between western donors led by the united states and china which is spending hundreds of billions of dollars on



infrastructure as a means of influence in the global south influence permeates both bilateral and multilateral aid and in parallel with official aid the rise of global philanthropy has
seen it taken up by some of today s billionaires the response by donors to the growing havoc caused by the three cs conflict climate change and covid 19 confirms the main findings of
the book which concludes by outlining what aid without influence would look like this book draws on the author s 40 years of experience of the aid industry and will be essential
reading for development students practitioners and policy makers alike

Systematic Politics 2022-05-01
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Aid and Influence 2003-02

challenging conventional wisdom about german dominance in the new europe this study presents a new approach to the question of power and influence after the cold war inspired by
the debate over german hegemony and drawing on intensive fieldwork ann l phillips develops two original cases of german relations with east central europe to test competing
arguments as she convincingly demonstrates the politics of reconciliation and the activities of german party affiliated foundations illustrate german engagement in the region in its
dual faces restraint and projection the author uses the less developed literature on reciprocal influences of domestic politics and the international environment to frame her analysis
these two cases provide evidence not only of the intersection of domestic politics and international relations but of when and how one trumps the other contributing to the
theoretical debate phillips argues that this interplay explains the divergent trajectories bilateral relations have taken since 1990 in ways that more traditional neo realist or
liberal approaches could not the author s fresh perspective and new evidence demonstrate that east central european states play a much greater role in the influence equation than
they did in the past

���������������� 2000-05-30

current events happening around the world especially the humanitarian interventions by nato and the west within the context of the so called arab spring make the understanding of
the role of spheres of influence in international politics absolutely critical hast explores the practical implications and applications of this theory challenging the concept by using
historical examples such as suzerainty and colonialism as well as the emergence of a hierarchical international order this study further connects the english school tradition post
war international order the cold war and images of russia with the concept of the sphere of influence to initiate debate and provide a fresh outlook on a concept which has little
recent attention

Power and Influence after the Cold War 2014-02-28

this book offers the first comprehensive discussion of the foundations applications and new directions of politics perspectives in mncs

Spheres of Influence in International Relations 2016-05-26

throughout history as well as in contemporary times religion has had a significant impact on society and culture many times religious undertones are incorporated into political
agendas or social movements in an effort to spur action from and engage the masses comparative perspectives on civil religion nationalism and political influence investigates how
belief systems political behavior and public action impact the general populace featuring theoretical concepts and empirical research across pertinent topic areas this book is a
pivotal reference source for students scholars and public figures interested in social behavior religious studies and politics



Micropolitics in the Multinational Corporation 1981

no detailed description available for influence of business firms on the government

Media Power Politics 2016-06-27

rising china has been reshaping world order for the last two decades but this volume argues that we cannot accurately understand rising china s global impacts without first
investigating whether and how its growing power resources are translated into actual influence over other states choices and policies concentrating on the developing countries in
east and south asia where the power asymmetry is greatest and china ought to have the biggest influence the volume investigates china s influence in bilateral relationships and on
key political actors from these countries within key issue areas and international institutions using an influence framework the volume demonstrates how china tends to try to gain
the support of smaller and weaker countries without forcing them to change their preferences or to act against their own interests china does purposefully coerce induce or persuade
others to behave in certain ways but whether and the extent to which it succeeds is determined as much by the reactions political context and decision making processes of the target
states as it is by how skilfully chinese actors deploy these tools the contributors detail how china s influence even over these weaker states does not result from easy
applications of power rather it tends to be mediated through the competing interests of target state actors the imperatives of other existing security and economic relationships and
more complex strategic thinking than we might expect the book s findings carry lessons for conceptual refinement as well as policy implications for those coping with china s reshaping
of international order

Comparative Perspectives on Civil Religion, Nationalism, and Political Influence 2019-05-20

presents an unprecedented view of the space between power and influence in c level leadership

Influence of Business Firms on the Government 2016-04-22

the two volume oxford companion to comparative politics fills a gap in scholarship on an increasingly important field within political science comparative politics the discipline
devoted to the politics of other countries or peoples has been steadily gaining prominence as a field of study allowing politics to be viewed from a wider foundation than a
concentration on domestic affairs would permit comparativists apply various theories and concepts to analyze the similarities and differences between political units using the
results of their research to develop causalities and generalizations each of these theories and outcomes are thoroughly defined in the companion as are major resultant conclusions
those comparativists who have influenced the field in significant ways and politicians whose administrations have shaped the evaluation of contrasting governments approximately
200 revised and updated articles from the oxford companion to politics of the world would serve as a foundation for the set while over 100 new entries would thoroughly examine
the field in a lasting more theoretical than current event based way new entries cover such topics as failed states grand strategies and soft power important updates include such
countries as china and afghanistan and issues like capital punishment gender and politics and totalitarianism country entries include the most significant nations to permit a focus on
non time sensitive analysis in addition 25 1 000 word interpretive essays by notable figures analyze the discipline its issues and accomplishments collectively entries promote deeper
understanding of a field that is often elusive to non specialists

Rising China's Influence in Developing Asia 2007

why should we listen to celebrities like bono or angelina jolie when they endorse a politician or take a position on an issue do we listen to them despite their lack of public policy
experience celebrities are certainly everywhere in the media appealing on behalf of the oppressed advocating policy change even in one spectacular case leading the birther movement all
the way to the white house in this book mark harvey takes a close look into the phenomenon of celebrity advocacy in an attempt to determine the nature of celebrity influence and the
source and extent of its power focusing on two specific kinds of power the ability to spotlight issues in the media and to persuade audiences harvey searches out the sources of
celebrity influence and compares them directly to the sources of politicians influence in a number of case studies such as jolie and ben affleck drawing media attention to the civil war



in the democratic republic of congo bob marley uniting warring factions in jamaica john lennon networking with the new left to oppose richard nixon s re election elvis presley working
with nixon to counter anti war activism he details the role of celebrities working with advocacy groups and lobbying politicians to affect public opinion and influence policy a series
of psychological experiments demonstrate that celebrities can persuade people to accept their policy positions even on national security issues harvey s analysis of news sources
reveals that when celebrities speak about issues of public importance they get disproportionately more coverage than politicians further his reading of surveys tells us that people
find politicians no more or less credible than celebrities except politicians from the opposing party who are judged less credible at a time when the distinctions between politicians and
celebrities are increasingly blurred the insights into celebrity influence presented in this volume are as relevant as they are compelling

Unbalanced Influence 2013

china s protracted boom and political transformation is a major episode in the history of global political economy beginning in the late 1970s china experienced a quarter century of
extraordinary growth that raised every indicator of material welfare lifted several hundred million out of poverty and rocketed china from near autarky to regional and even
global prominence these striking developments transformed china into a major u s trade and investment partner a regional military power and a major influence on national economies
and cross national interchange throughout the pacific region beijing has emerged as a voice for east asian economic interests and an arbiter in regional and even global diplomacy from
the asian financial crisis to the north korean nuclear talks china s accession to the world trade organization promises to accentuate these trends the contributors to this volume
provide a multifaceted examination of china in the areas of economics trade investment politics diplomacy technology and security affording a greater understanding of what
relevant policies the united states must develop this book offers a counterweight to overwrought concerns about the emerging chinese threat and makes the case for viewing china as
a force for stability in the twenty first century

The Oxford Companion to Comparative Politics 2015-06-10

in recent years the powerful and long standing influence of the united states in the caribbean and central america has been challenged directly by cuba mexico and venezuela and many
think indirectly by the ussr this struggle for dominance which has altered and still is significantly changing the power configuration in the caribbean basin is examined in detail in
colossus challenged the book contains seven chapters by prominent area specialists five of the chapters focus on the caribbean policies of the major contenders for power analyzing
the evolution of each country s policies the main variables affecting its definition of interests and its decision making and its prospects for exerting regional influence in the
foreseeable future the other two chapters look at the rivalry for caribbean influence from the perspectives of eastern caribbean and central american governments
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this book investigates whether a power shift has taken place in the asia pacific region since the end of the cold war by systematically examining the development of power dynamics in
asia pacific it challenges the notion that a wealthier and militarily more powerful china is automatically turning the regional tides in its favour with a special emphasis on sino us
competition the book explores the alleged linkage between the regional distribution of relevant material and immaterial capabilities national power and the much cited regional power
shift the book presents a novel concept for measuring power in international relations by outlining a composite index on aggregated power ciap that includes 55 variables for 44
regional countries and covers a period of twenty years moreover it develops a middle power theory that outlines the significance of middle powers in times of major power shifts by
addressing political military and economic cooperation via a structured focused comparison and by applying a comparative historical analysis the book analyses in depth the
bilateral relations of six regional middle powers to washington and beijing

Celebrity Influence 2007-06-29



China’s Rise and the Balance of Influence in Asia 2019-03-04

Colossus Challenged 2016-11-03

Shifting Power in Asia-Pacific?
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